National Association of Forest Service Retirees

John R. McGuire Award

For outstanding accomplishments in implementing the statutory mission of the Forest Service.

Background: The National Association of Forest Service Retirees (NAFSR) takes great pride in the accomplishments of the Forest Service in managing the National Forest System, in providing the technical and scientific knowledge for management of the nation’s forest resources, and for implementing programs in support of state and private forestry. The Forest Service has enjoyed a well-founded reputation as an effective “can do” outfit. In recent years escalating regulatory requirements, changing public attitudes, appeals, and lawsuits have frustrated efforts to complete many essential activities. There is a growing perception that the agency is suffering from process gridlock.

Retirees are aware that there continues to be a strong commitment to sound resource management within the agency. Dedicated individuals and groups are finding ways through the complex processes, mobilizing public support, and accomplishing needed resource management activities. NAFSR wants to provide recognition to outstanding examples of such accomplishments.

Eligibility: Individual Forest Service employees, groups of employees, and organizational units that have outstanding accomplishments in implementing the mission of the Forest Service are eligible for consideration.

Nomination: Forest Service employees or members of NAFSR may nominate candidates for the John R. McGuire Award. The nomination must identify the responsible Forest Service employee(s) or organizational unit. The nomination must describe the nature of the accomplishment, how it relates to the Forest Service mission, and why it should be recognized as outstanding.

The nomination should be submitted to the regional representative of NAFSR. There is no deadline for nominations. Outstanding accomplishments should be nominated as they are recognized.

Evaluation: Regional representatives receiving nominations should consult with other retirees and the Regional Forester, Station Director, or Area Director, as appropriate. Regional retiree groups may establish local evaluation procedures. Following evaluation, nominations deemed worthy of recognition should be forwarded to the Executive Director who will send copies of each nomination to the Awards Committee.

The Board of Directors of NAFSR will appoint an Awards Committee consisting of five members of NAFSR or others, as they deem appropriate. The chairman of the Awards Committee, designated by the Board of Directors, will be responsible for publicizing the
The Awards Committee will review nominations and select those deemed worthy of the John R. McGuire Award. The Award is not an annual award. It will be awarded when outstanding accomplishments in carrying out the mission of the Forest Service are recognized. There may be more than one award in a year; there may be none.

Presentation: (Alt. 1) Regional representatives of NAFSR will arrange for presentation of the award at the local level or at another appropriate location for maximum recognition. Coordination with the travel schedule of the Chief, Associate Chief, or Deputy Chiefs, and the Regional Forester, should allow their participation.

The Award will consist of an appropriate framed document or plaque and a citation for the exemplary accomplishment.